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ABSTRACT

FINAL DASHBOARD

METHODOLOGY

We have developed an AI course consulting tool that helps organizations
understand the current skill gap using open job positions and helps them train their
workforce accordingly. This research project helps one of the biggest tech
workforce development organization gain strategic insights into the most essential
skills needed by its clients and provide relevant course recommendations. In this
study we explore 1) Techniques to ensure continued scraping and making the
scraping process streamlined and production ready. 2) Data mine the job posting
data to capture insights and any industry-level trends 3) Develop a text Analytics
unit that processes the data and captures insights from it. 4) Summarize the jobboard insights using a customer-facing dashboard.
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INTRODUCTION
There is an increasing gap developed in
appropriately trained workers. According to a
in Feb. 2020, on future workforce needs,
managers say their organizations either face
develop within the next five years.

which employers struggle to hire
McKinsey Global Survey, conducted
nearly nine in ten executives and
skill gaps already or expect gaps to
Source: [2106.11077] Toward a Knowledge Discovery Framework for Data Science Job Market in the United

States (arxiv.org)
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Fig 2. Study Design

Web scrapers: Scrapes job posting websites and collect information such as
Job titles, Job Id, Job Category, Job Location, Job Description, Date Posted,
and Timestamp.

Research Questions:
• How to automate the scraping process to create a data lake for job-postings?
• Can we develop a methodology to extract tech skills from job-postings?
• Can develop a tool that uses tech-skills from job-postings to identify the skill-gap?
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Cloud Function: automates scraping process. The function triggers the scrapers
designed to scrape the job postings from the website and store the raw data in
the database.
Algorithm – Text Analytics

KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Allow client salespeople to identify course opportunities in target clients through
data
• Find course opportunities for a client based on their competitor’s open job
postings
• Help organizations understand the current skill gap using open job positions and
train their workforce accordingly.

Data Cleaning: Checks for null and invalid values in the data and cleans it.
Feature engineering: Extracted skills, location, years of experience, seniority
and education from job description.
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